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ABSTRACT

Studies on human decision-making focused on humanitarian aid

have found that cognitive biases can hinder the fair allocation of

resources. However, few HCI and Information Visualization studies

have explored ways to overcome those cognitive biases. This work

investigates whether the design of interactive resource allocation

tools can help to promote allocation fairness. We specifically study

the effect of presentation format (using text or visualization) and a

specific framing strategy (showing resources allocated to groups or

individuals). In our three crowdsourced experiments, we provided

different tool designs to split money between two fictional programs

that benefit two distinct communities. Our main finding indicates

that individual-framed visualizations and text may be able to curb

unfair allocations caused by group-framed designs. This work opens

new perspectives that can motivate research on how interactive

tools and visualizations can be engineered to combat cognitive

biases that lead to inequitable decisions.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in visual-

ization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When a tornado tears down a town in Florida, North American

donors and charities may provide an excess of monetary support

to help with the rebuilding process while leaving little financial

aid to Haiti, devastated by a similar but larger-scale disaster. This

situation can occur because people tend to be biased in favor of

humanitarian causes which they feel socially connected to [15].

This is problematic because some communities in need of urgent

care might end up with less support than they should receive. This

is an example of how cognitive biases can negatively affect deci-

sion making: if decision makers only trust their intuition, available

resources may end up poorly distributed.

There are tools available to help or motivate people to donate.

Donation websites such as donorschoose.org or fundraising plat-

forms like gofundme.com act as tools which let users search for

similar causes to which allocate their resources, but comparison

across these causes is not supported. Prior research has focused

on encouraging people to contribute more towards a charity using

tools such as conversational agents [65], web interfaces [47, 55],

and visual media like photographs and visualizations to elicit affec-

tive emotions such as compassion [28, 40]. These aim to elicit more
donations, but little is known about tools to help people allocate

available charitable resources more equally.

While there are many aspects to consider when making a re-

source allocation (such as the relative effectiveness of different

programs [32]) cognitive biases play a major role in humanitarian

aid decisions [4, 6, 66]. A charitable donor might struggle to decide

how to split their personal donations among charities, or decision

makers working on behalf of charities or governments may be

confused about which programs should be given priority, when

distributing the collected donations. Many cognitive biases have

been observed in prior research in cognitive and social psychol-

ogy [24], especially when making a decision which requires the

allocation of resources, like time or money [5, 11, 57]. We identify

that in the context of humanitarian resource allocation, prevalent

cognitive biases stem from reasoning about people in need of aid as

groups or communities, as opposed to considering each individual

separately (§2.1). However, how to curb these biases remains an

open question [45].

Motivated by the promise of visualizations to mitigate bias [25,

27, 44, 59, 68], we investigate how interactive visualization tools can

be designed to aid people achieve more fair and equitable resource

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4018-9296
https://doi.org/10.1145/3544548.3580739
https://doi.org/10.1145/3544548.3580739
donorschoose.org
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allocation decisions across multiple groups. More specifically, our

first core research question is:

(𝑅𝑄vis) – Can visualization improve allocation fairness

when compared to text?

Our work expands on research that has studied the use of visual-

ization for humanitarian purposes, which looked at eliciting dona-

tions [32], or prompting emotional connection to data [53]. Our

study addresses other biases.

We also explore the effect of a specific information framing

strategy, i.e. showing resources allocated to individuals instead of

showing resources allocated to groups. Our research is grounded in

past work looking at the effects of information framing on decision

making tasks [41], and nudging in computational interfaces [19,

55]. These works suggest that the way information is presented

can influence people’s choices, but did not explore effects on fair

allocations. Our other core research questions are thus:

(𝑅𝑄
frm

) – Can presenting resource allocation information

on a per-individual basis (showing the amount allocated to

each person) improve fairness compared to doing so on a per-

group basis (showing the amount allocated to each cause)?

(𝑅𝑄int) – How do presentation format and information

framing interact with one another?

We contribute the results of three crowdsourced experiments

with large samples (N = 239, 244, 495) where participants were

presented with different visual and textual framing in an interac-

tive allocation tool used to allocate resources between two hypo-

thetical charitable programs that are similar but provide support

for populations of different sizes. Our main finding indicates that

individual-framed visualizations and text may be able to curb un-

fair allocations caused by group-framed designs. Complementary

findings are described in the sections about the experiments. This

work opens new perspectives that can motivate research on how

interactive tools and visualizations can be engineered to combat

cognitive biases that lead to inequitable decisions.

2 RELATEDWORK

Our work draws from prior work studying cognitive biases, the

effect of framing information in text and visualizations, and tool

designs relevant to supporting resource allocation decisions.

2.1 Cognitive Biases

Efficient response to humanitarian crises requires pragmatic, unbi-

ased decision making. But people can be prone to biases which are

well documented in psychology (see comprehensive reviews [15,

20]). A bias is a type of thinking error that is not necessarily caused

by lack of knowledge or information, but rather by applying a deci-

sion rule that is helpful in some situations but not in others. In the

context of charitable giving, cognitive biases can be harmful and

may “lead to the systematic misallocations of funds and waste of

resources” [3].

“If I look at the mass I will never act. If I look at the one, I will.” This
famous quote captures a powerful phenomenon where the way peo-

ple conceptualize individuals in need of help directly impacts their

response to the issue. Our work is interested in this phenomenon

and cognitive biases at play when allocating resources between

charitable programs.

The more the people in need (“the mass”), the less we feel com-

pelled to aid. The compassion fade or compassion fatigue effect is a
cognitive bias that refers to a decrease in compassionate intent and

helping behaviour as the number of people needing aid increases

[8, 11, 50, 61]. For instance, one might allocate $300 to a charity pro-

gram supporting 10 children, but would not proportionally increase

this amount for a program supporting 500 children.

The opposite is also true! The less the people we can help, the

less we feel compelled to aid. The drop-in-the-bucket effect refers
to when people feel that helping few people accomplishes nothing

[5]. Our work is interested in whether either of these effects gener-

alizes to resource allocations, i.e. whether people tend to allocate

resources to the larger or smaller group.

It could also be the case that neither apply. The diversification
bias effect states that people tend to allocate available resources

evenly over different choices in contexts like stock investment or

product consumption [58], thereby discounting differences between

the different options. Our work expects to identify whether this

effect happens in the context of humanitarian resource allocation

with visualizations.

Recent research also suggests that the effect of entitativity, which
shows bias relative to perception of group belonging, can be an-

other factor influencing reasoning [42]. For instance, children who

are identified as part of a family are more likely to collectively

receive more aid than children who are seen as a set of independent

individuals without explicit group membership, or as statistics [62].

In the context of allocating resources between programs, we iden-

tify a tension between preserving entitativity of each group, and

emphasizing individuality to focus on what amount of resources

each person receives regardless of which program they are aided

through.

Our study allows to evaluate whether tool designs are success-

ful at curbing bias. We manipulate the number of people in two

charitable programs, as well as the way information is presented

(see §2.2). This allows us to interpret results as to whether and

why different resource allocation tool designs result in participants’

resource allocation strategies that tend to favor the larger, smaller,

or none of two groups, or whether individuals are equally served.

2.2 Framing Effects

Tools that support decision making are concerned with the effective

presentation of information relevant to the decision. We explore

designs that vary in the way information is framed, which research

has shown can influence how people interpret information and

make subsequent decisions – a cognitive bias referred to as framing
effect [41]. Framing is a broad term, and there are numerous ways

information can be framed. Framing effects can be referred to as

any “small changes in the presentation of an issue or an event, such

as slight modifications of phrasing, [that can] produce measurable

changes of opinion” [39].

Text can be manipulated to communicate the same fact, but with

a different framing. Take for instance a glass “half full” or “half

empty”. The underlying data is the same, but saying one or the

other may influence how people interpret the same bit of informa-

tion. Work by Kahneman and Tversky [41] showed that different
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framings about loss of human lives resulted in people making dif-

ferent decisions regarding actions they took. For instance, people

are more sensitive to text saying: “Of 600 people, 200 will be saved”

than they are to the statement “Of 600 people, 400 people will die”.

Hullman and Diakopoulos [39] propose a taxonomy of fram-

ings in the context of communicative visualizations, which covers

changes to the data (e.g., aggregating data) and the way it is rep-

resented (e.g., using visual metaphors, visual grouping). Studies

have explored the influence of visualization framing on people’s

behaviors [39], interpretation of data [14, 30], and trust in infor-

mation [17]. A comprehensive review is beyond the scope of this

paper, as it can be argued that the whole field deals with optimizing

visualization design to achieve fair representation of data.

Since we study how people split resources between two groups,

we are interested in a specific framing effect: showing resources

each group gets as a result of the decision (group framing) vs. re-

sources each individual gets (individual framing). This focus stems

from the nature of our research question and of the task itself: since

cognitive biases covered in §2.1 can be conceptualized as putting

too much weight on entitative groups and not enough on individu-

als, we deem it important to look at whether individual framing vs.

group framing can impact allocation fairness (𝑅𝑄
frm

).

2.3 Design for Resource Allocations

Researchers have argued that computer tools can help overcome

cognitive biases in decision making involving humanitarian sce-

narios [20, 21]. However, we still lack comprehensive guidelines to

avoid cognitive biases in decision making [45, 68]. To the best of our

knowledge, there is no existing review of user interfaces that fund-

ing managers use in such scenarios, and research on developing

interfaces to support unbiased resource allocations is scarce.

Our study focuses on identifying if and how visualization can im-

prove allocation fairness when compared to text (𝑅𝑄vis). Allocated

resources can be represented with simple visual media such as im-

ages or bar charts. However, studies have also focused on the design

of the iconography and its influence on potentially aiding users

to grasp concepts such as scale or help induce affective responses.

Concrete scales [17] exploit visceral responses to the volume occu-

pied by familiar objects re-expressing otherwise difficult-to-grasp

quantities. Such representations can help better apprehend the

amount of resources and people, and is a common strategy to raise

awareness on casualties in a disaster (e.g. memorials using flags

or shoes to represent victims). Anthropomorphized data graphics,

which portray characteristics of humans, is another commonplace

visual communication strategy employed as a potential means to

elicit more prosocial behaviours [9, 54]. We note that conveying

data through visual data storytelling to elicit empathy has had lim-

ited success, and prior studies do not indicate strong effects [54].

Yet, these approaches may help create more relatable iconography

when visualizing people in contexts where cognitive biases tend to

put too much weight on entitative groups. Our approach builds on

this premise, but other designs could be explored in future work.

Prior studies have also investigated presentation and framing

within interfaces and visualizations that help mitigate bias. A tool

allowing to remove irrelevant information locally within a visual-

ization to make a comparative decision has been shown to mitigate

biases such as the attraction effect [25]. Visualizations which show

predictions of future outcomes have been shown to encourage less

optimistic estimates [44], and interaction with visualizations to

present information from different perspectives has been proposed

to help combat anchoring effects [59]. Our work extends this line of

research, by investigating the role of visualization and information

framing on a set of cognitive biases unique to allocating resources

in a humanitarian aid context (§2.1).

Also relevant are tools that allow to explore the result of alterna-

tive scenarios, through direct manipulation and visualization. Their

design can serve as inspiration for features which allow for the user

to visually compare the effects of different allocations. For instance,

the ‘What-if Tool’ lets machine learning practitioners evaluate the

effect of manipulating input data on machine learning models per-

formance, such as ML fairness metrics [69]. Through interactive

widgets, users can change aspects of the datasets and model param-

eters, and see the results of such hypothetical situations. Similarly,

tools like the climate change calculator [10] allow viewers to vi-

sually explore the effect of varying government action scenarios

on the future climate. Our tool borrows from these past works, by

allowing users to dynamically adjust their allocation decision, and

get immediate feedback on its result through visualization.

3 A TOOL FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION:

PROBLEM AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Imagine that you decide to contribute to humanitarian causes – how

should you split your money if you had two different causes to aid?

Or think about how organizations like the United Nations should

allocate their funds between the programs they support. Those are

examples of the resource allocation problem, which happens

when two or more groups should be benefited by the allocation of

resources. The question is: how to make effective or fair allocations

based on the information that the decision-maker has available?

The problem is complex because in real-world scenarios groups

can have completely different characteristics. Those factors can

play a role in how people make judgements to allocate money. If

people rely on their own experience or intuition, they might be

influenced by cognitive biases and their attitudes. If decisionmakers

decide to allocate resources based on data but without a proper tool,

they can be overwhelmed by the amount of information.

This paper is a first attempt to explore the design of resource

allocation tools to promote fair allocations.We consider resources to

be fairly allocated when each beneficiary receives the same amount

of resources as any other beneficiary, irrespective of the group

they belong to. For the sake of simplicity and reproducibility, we

focus on a task in which all individuals from two groups have

comparable needs and contexts, with only the group sizes changing.

This way, we make sure that the same amount of resources would

benefit different individuals equally. This decision helps breaking

the resource allocation problem down into a simpler problem and

controls for confounding factors in the experiments we conducted.

Possible limitations for this approach are addressed in §8.2.

We are specifically interested in the effect of two design dimen-

sions on resource allocation. Presentation format corresponds to

how the resource allocation information is represented – for exam-

ple, we can use text to describe the resource split across groups, or a
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visualization. Information framing refers to how precisely the al-

location information is conveyed to the user – for example, a group
framing describes the amount donated to each group, whereas an

individual framing focuses on howmuch would be allocated to each

individual. We examined how presentation format (𝑅𝑄vis) and infor-

mation framing (𝑅𝑄
frm

) affect resource allocation by designing and

testing interactive tools that vary in terms of those dimensions. In

the following, we describe examples of designs that combine differ-

ent presentation formats and information framings, and introduce

the interactive tools used in our experiments.

3.1 Textual Information

Information needed to make resource allocation can often be com-

posed of a textual description of a problem accompanied by other

presentation formats such as a picture or a visualization. The way

the text is framed can affect people’s judgements [16]. We explore

two ways of framing the textual information as follows:

When textual information is framed by group, the message

is expressed as a total donation to each group (e.g., "give $1,000 to aid
the victims of Florida’s hurricane and $300 to help victims of Haiti’s
disaster"). This framing allows readers to think holistically about the

allocation given to the respective groups. This can induce the effect

of entitativity [62] as it can encourage the donor to associate the

group of people in each program to singular group units, possibly

resulting in compassion fade [61] or drop-in-the-bucket [5]. Group

framing can also result in the naive diversification bias [6], when

people prefer to allocate resources evenly across groups, even when

these have different characteristics.

When textual information is framed by individuals, the

message is expressed in terms of the amount received per person

(e.g., "give $15 to each victim of Florida’s hurricane and $12 to each
victim of Haiti’s disaster"). This framing allows readers to reason

in terms of what individuals in the respective communities each

receive. This might alleviate the entivativity and diversification

biases, since individuality is directly expressed, as well as the effect

of compassion fade, because large numbers become more palatable

when expressed as what that means for individuals.

3.2 Visual Information

For the display of information using a data visualization, we opt

for an iconic representation [9] of victims (i.e., icons of a human),

and resources (i.e., coins). Like for Isotypes [56], the number of

icons directly encodes quantities, using partial rendering of icons

when necessary (see Figure 1). To vary framing, we manipulate

the organization of icons representing quantities as follows:

Visual information can be framed by group using Gestalt

psychology [43] to create a perception of unity for each group.

Icons representing people from the same groups can be located

together so that they are perceptually perceived as a unit. Similarly,

icons representing resources can be grouped together spatially to

be interpreted as an overall amount of resources allocated to the

group. We chose spatial grouping (see an example in Figure 2-c), but

other perceptual groupings could be considered in future designs.

Visual information can be framed by individuals using the

same Gestalt principles, combining visual representations that cor-

respond to each beneficiary. An individual framing can be created

by placing the exact amount of resources allocated to each individ-

ual, besides each individual (see an example in Figure 2-d). This

way, viewers can easily perceive the result of splitting one group’s

allocation across individuals in that group.

We used an iconic representation to show individual people

because it makes it easier for viewers to understand the true scale

of a community. Although it is possible to use aggregated visual

encodings such as bar charts to convey population sizes, such an

aggregated representation would not work well in an individual

framing, where the goal is to emphasize the share of resources each

individual gets. In contrast, a unit chart representation where each

person is represented by a symbol works well with both group and

individual framings. Unit charts are also common when conveying

information about populations, such as in data journalism [53].

3.3 An interactive tool for resource allocation

We created a resource allocation tool that combines different pre-

sentation formats and framings. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the

interface we used in our study. The tool encompasses: (a) a legend,

which informs the number of people and resources encoded by

each mark in the visualization; (b) a display, showing textual and/or

visual information about the groups and corresponding allocations;

and (c) a slider, which allows the user to change the amount of re-

sources to each group. Since we only consider 2-group allocations,

the display is divided in two parts; one for each program/group.

The display dynamically updates when the user moves the slider

to the left (to benefit group Alpha) or to the right (to benefit group

Zefa). That template was used for all of our experiments.

To study how the two dimensions affect resource allocation, we

manipulated the tool design in terms of presentation format and

information framing. We tested designs composed of only text,

visualization, or both. Also text and visualization had group or

individual framings. In the example shown in Figure 1, the display

encompasses both textual and visual information. The text follows

an individual framing because it contains the exact amount to

be donated for each individual (in blue). The visualization also

follows an individual framing because the coins encoding the values

allocated to each beneficiary are aligned with that representing

individuals. As both text and visualization have the same framing,

we consider that the tool has a congruent framing. Conversely,

when the text and visualization have opposite framings, the tool

has an incongruent framing. There are many other aspects to

the design of a resource allocation tool that could be considered,

which we cover in the discussion section.

4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: OVERVIEW

We conducted three experiments to gain a better understanding of

how people approach the resource allocation problem in a fictional

scenario. Each experiment builds on findings and lessons from the

previous experiment(s). We describe the general context and proce-

dures for our study. Elements specific to a particular experiment are

discussed in the corresponding sections. All experimental materials

and scripts were pre-registrered for each experiment.
1

1
All pre-registrations can be found at https://osf.io/zrbej/; Experiment 1: https://osf.io/

xqser; Experiment 2: https://osf.io/7ebsm; Experiment 3: https://osf.io/egv85

https://osf.io/zrbej/
 https://osf.io/xqser
 https://osf.io/xqser
https://osf.io/7ebsm
https://osf.io/egv85
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Legend

Information
Display

Slider

Figure 1: Screenshot of our instance of an interactive resource allocation tool featuring two charitable programs, used in

Experiment 1 of our study. With the help of the legend (a), a donor can directly assess the result of resource allocation presented

in the information display (b). Here both text and visualization representations are displayed, each presenting allocations with

an individual framing. The donor can dynamically adjust how the resources are split between the two programs, using the

slider (c), which automatically updates the information presented in the information display.

4.1 Task

We created a fictional scenario for the resource allocation task. Par-

ticipants were provided with a brief about a charitable organization

which is helping setting two separate programs for impoverished

children. The scenario brief specifies that the charity’s mission is

to aid children, and that the money to allocate will be of significant

value to accomplish this goal, followed by instructions on the task:

“Your task is help the organization decide how to dis-
tribute money between two of their programs.”

The two programs, Alpha and Zefa, differ in size: Alpha aids less

children than Zefa does (sizes are reported for each experiment).

The brief specifies how the money will be utilized – “ the money will
go toward food, clothes, and education”, but it includes little informa-

tion about individuals, as we wanted to measure the presentation of

summarized information rather than the presentation of identifiable

victims (which comes with biases outside our scope [31, 40]).

Our scenario was inspired by the scenarios found in related psy-

chological studies [33]. We chose money because it is the main

resource that decision makers deal with in charitable giving con-

texts, and monetary donations is common in similar studies from

psychology [66], economics [60], and HCI [9, 54]. We chose to

keep population sizes relatively small, i.e not in the thousands or

millions, since a smaller number can be easier for participants to

reason about both when shown in text and when encoded in a vi-

sualization. We believe this is a reasonable choice as similar studies

showed that compassion fade stems from the proportional differ-

ence between populations [50], meaning that effects observed on

small populations would theoretically hold for population sizes tens

or hundreds times larger [33].

4.2 Procedure

We deployed our experiment online. Upon sign up, participants

were directed to a self-hostedwebsitewhere theywere first prompted

for consent. Participants who consented were presented with the

scenario and task (see §4.1). When proceeding to the next screen,

they were presented with the interactive tool to make their allo-

cation (see §3.3). Participants were not instructed anything more

than allocating resources between the two programs as they saw fit.

No indication of performance goals was provided, i.e. participants

were not hinted at what would be a reasonable or desirable split of

resources, neither were they given time or speed constraints.

After submitting their chosen allocation, participants were asked

to explain their rationale in a text box. We did not inform partic-

ipants that they were going to be asked to justify their decision

until after they decided how to split the resources between the

programs, and participants were not allowed to return to the tool

to change their allocation. We did so to minimize potential social

desirability bias [29] which may arise when one feels they will be

held accountable for their decision, which is also why we opted

against a donation intention question for our task. Participants
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were also asked to rate confidence in their choice, on a five-point

Likert scale (“not at all confident” to “very confident”).

Finally, participants were posed a multiple-choice question about

the purpose of the charity, which we used as an attention check

to exclude potentially inattentive participants or bots, whose re-

sponses would introduce noise.

4.3 Measurements

Our primary measurement is obtained from the slider (Figure 1-

c), which records how the full amount of available resource was

split between the two programs. We developed metrics to gauge

the extent to which allocations were fair (or unfair), described in

each Experiment’s section. We also characterized what different

allocation values mean in terms of allocation strategy employed,

as follows:

• The fair allocation strategy treats all children equally, i.e.

money is allocated such that individual people in the two

programs get the same amount of money. This allocation

favors the larger program (Zefa), because more money is

allocated to it compared to Alpha, but this strategy treats

individuals equally, which can be conceptualized as the allo-

cation strategy that is fair towards individuals.

• The unfair allocation strategy encompasses any other al-

location, where children in different programs are aided a

different amount of resources.

We further break down the unfair allocation strategy into four

subcategories as follows:

• Theminority-skewed allocation strategy favors the pro-

gram with less people, i.e., more money is allocated to the

program with the smaller number of children. The allocation

favors both the smaller program (Alpha) and the individual

people in this program.

• The naive allocation strategy treats the programs equally,

i.e., the same amount of money is allocated to the two charity

programs. The allocation treats charity programs equally but

favors individual people in the smaller program (Alpha). This

response is indicative of diversification bias [6].

• The mixed allocation strategy balances causes and bene-

ficiaries, i.e., more money is allocated to the program with

the larger number of children (Zefa), but individual people

from the smaller program (Alpha) still get more money. This

type of response is indicative of compassion fade effect [11].

• The majority-skewed allocation strategy favors the pro-

gram with more children, i.e., more money is allocated to

individual people in the charity program with the larger

number of children (Zefa). The allocation favors both the

larger program and the individual people in this program,

and indicates a drop-in-the-bucket bias [5].

4.4 Analyses

We follow an estimation approach to statistical reporting, which

focuses on reporting effect sizes and interval estimates instead

of 𝑝-values, and encourages non-directional research questions

[22, 26]. We draw our primary inferences from graphically-reported

point and interval estimates [23]. Effects are estimated using the

percentile bootstrap method to obtain 95% confidence intervals

(CIs). We distinguish between planned (preregistered) and post-

hoc analyses. Instead of adjusting for multiplicity, we distinguish

between primary and secondary research questions [7, 48]. We

also performed a qualitative analysis of the content of the free-text

responses to the question asking participants to justify their choice.

Methods used are described for each Experiment.

4.5 Recruitment, Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria

Participants were recruited through the Prolific crowdsourcing

platform, which was chosen for its larger set of positive actors

compared to other similar platforms [37]. In a pre-screening process,

participants were required to speak English fluently, to have a

99% approval rate on Prolific, and to have not participated in any

of our pilots to be eligible. We also recruited only from majority

English speaking countries (UK, USA, Canada). We excluded data

from participants who did not complete the study, or failed at the

attention test (see §4.2).

4.6 Implementation

We deployed our study tool as a standalone web-based page compat-

ible with most browsers. Our tool is built in Typescript with React.js,

D3.js, and Tailwind.css libraries for the frontend, and Node.js for

the backend. Besides practical considerations for a smooth crowd-

sourced study experience, we also chose a web-based implementa-

tion as future extensions of our tool may be integrated into larger

websites such as donorschoose.org or gofundme.com.

5 EXPERIMENT 1: INITIAL INVESTIGATION

OF AVERAGE RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Since no prior studies, to our knowledge, have looked at visual-

ization framing in the context of charitable resource allocations,

we designed this first experiment to investigate which donation

strategies people follow when presented with text and visualiza-

tions with different framings. We also set out to verify whether

effects caused by cognitive biases would manifest within our study

design. More importantly, we explored the effect of presentation

format and information framing on resource allocation.

In our pre-registrations, we distinguish between our primary

(or main) research questions, and secondary (or auxiliary) research

questions. Each primary research question further elaborates on

one of our core research questions outlined in the introduction, and

is indicated in parenthesis.

(𝑅𝑄vis) RQ1.1 To what extent does a visual representation of in-

formation affect donation allocations compared to a

design with the same information presented as text

only?

(𝑅𝑄
frm

) RQ1.2 To what extent does framing the donation amount

per individual affect donation allocations when com-

pared to framing the donation amount per program?

(𝑅𝑄int) RQ1.3 To what extent do the factors of information repre-

sentation and information framing interact with one

another regarding donation allocations?

RQ1.4 What are the most common stated reasons for the

donation allocations?
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a Condition 1: (text, group)

b Condition 2: (text, individual)

c Condition 3: (text+vis, group) d Condition 4: (text+vis, individual)

Figure 2: Experiment 1: Stimulus used in the different conditions. See a demo of the tool at https://resallocdesign.github.io/

5.1 Experimental Design

Experiment 1 followed the procedure described in section 4. The

Alpha and Zefa programs aided 3 and 12 children respectively. The

amount to allocate was USD$3,000.

Our between-subject design manipulated two independent vari-

ables. The presentation-format determined whether the same

information was either conveyed using using text only (text), or
using both text and visualization (text+vis). The framing variable

determined whether the presentation formats (§3.3) present infor-

mation with either a focus on splitting resources between causes

(i.e. group framing), or a focus on splitting resources between in-

dividuals in the causes (i.e. individual framing). Our full factorial

design encompassed four conditions. The content presented in the

display component of the tool (see Figure 1-b) for each condition is

depicted in Figure 2.

5.2 Participants

Our target sample size was 256 participants (∼64 per condition;

participants were randomly assigned a condition at sign up). This

gave us a 0.8 power to detect a “medium” Cohen d’s effect size of

0.5 between any two conditions (per the G*Power software) for

differences between independent means. We ran this study on Au-

gust 7, 2021 until target sample size was reached (within hours),

after 2 pilots with 5 and 10 participants respectively. Out of the

256 participants who consented, 17 were excluded for not complet-

ing the study or failing the attention check. The 239 remaining

responses were divided as follows: 63 were assigned the (text+vis,
individual) condition, 63 completed the (text, individual) condition,
56 completed the (text+vis, group) condition, and 60 completed the

(text, group) condition.

5.3 Measurements & Analyses

We followed methods described in §4.3 & §4.4. We used the allo-

cation to the larger group (Zefa) to measure allocation strategy:

a value of $2,400 corresponds to a fair allocation strategy, where

all individuals are given the same amount. With this measure, we

used a difference in means to generate the bootstrapped confidence

intervals used to answer our research questions.

For the qualitative coding of justification comments (method not

preregistered), we followed an emergent coding approach [63]: four

coders independently assigned labels to participant responses. One

coder did so across all responses while the three other coders each

covered a separate one-third of the responses. Amount allocated to

each program was hidden during this process. All coders discussed

respective codes, refining, combining, and merging codes where

appropriate, converging on a common consolidated coding scheme

comprising of 5 categories, each of which comprising several codes

(see OSF repository). One coder then re-coded all shuffled responses

using the new scheme.

Our approach to data collection and methods for analysis were

refined through unregistered piloting of our study. This helped us

refined our wording and layout of the story, adding an attentional

check, and refining analysis scripts.

5.4 Results

Figure 3 shows a summary of results. The stacked bar chart (a)

shows a break down of responses per allocation strategy (see §4.4),

and the error bars (b) show 95% CIs of mean allocation to Zefa,

compared to a fair allocation ($2,400).

Overall, most participants followed a fair allocation strategy.

Figure 3-b shows mean allocations to Zefa nearing or covering

the $2,400 value. Figure 3-a shows that the condition with fewer

participants choosing a fair allocation (in light blue) was the one

with textual information and group framing (40% of participants),

while showing text+visualization with individual framing led to

about 80% fair allocations. Also, a notable amount of participants

chose a mixed allocation strategy in group framing conditions (30%

for text, 34% for text+vis), which shifted the mean allocations of

those conditions farther from the fair allocation. Below, we discuss

our results organized by research question.

(𝑅𝑄vis) RQ1.1: Effect of Adding a Visualization Support.We

were interested in learning the extent to which different presenta-

tion formats affect resource allocation. Figure 4-a shows the effect

of supplementing text with a visualization on our metric, by fram-

ing. We could not find evidence that the addition of a visualization

affects the fairness of the mean allocation compared to a design

with the same information presented as text only.

(𝑅𝑄
frm

) RQ1.2: Effect of Framing.We also explored the extent

to which different framings affect resource allocation. Figure 4-b

shows the effect of varying framing on our metric, for each presen-

tation format. Overall, we have some evidence suggesting that an

individual framing leads to a fairer mean resource allocation than

a group framing, for the condition where both textual and visual

information are available.

https://resallocdesign.github.io/
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Figure 3: Results of Experiment 1: (a) Distribution of allocation strategy chosen by participants, by Presentation Format and

Framing. (b) Mean allocation granted to Zefa by condition. Error bars are 95% CIs.
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Figure 4: Results of Experiment 1: Effect of Presentation Format (a) and Framing (b) on the mean allocation (here in $), and

interaction between our different factors (c). Error bars are 95% CIs.

(𝑅𝑄int) RQ1.3: Interaction. We investigated the interaction be-

tween the two design factors (i.e. presentation format and informa-

tion framing). Figure 4-c shows a quantification of this interaction.

We could not find evidence that our factors interact with respect to

mean resource allocation.

RQ1.4: Stated Rationale.We also looked for the most common

stated reasons participants provide for their donation allocations.

From coding the justifications (see §5.3), our main insights are:

(i) Inconsistencies between the strategy used and the justification

provided. The sense of equality code determined if participants

responses indicated that they tried to allocate equitably across

charitable programs. We coded 70 responses as such (out of 239),

however 12 of those participants had not used a fair strategy.

(ii) Mental calculations (e.g. dividing a total amount by number

of individuals) are not necessarily performed to achieve a fair allo-

cation, and are prone to errors. The math code category indicated

whether the response included some explicit calculation. Of the 44

participants who did include such mention, eight had not used the

fair allocation strategy.

(iii) Some participants made assumptions about the programs,

which have likely impacted their response. The contextual influence
code category determined whether the response indicated that the

participant’s allocation was chosen based on personal interpreta-

tions of the scenario, e.g. presuming that program Zefa solves a

more significant problem, whereas our scenario did not state so.

This finding motivated us to reword the scenarios in subsequent

experiments, to leave less room to such extrapolations.

(iv) The two other coding categories did not provide additional

insight, and are thus omitted in interest of space.

5.5 Discussion

Contrary to our expectations, presentation format does not seem

to greatly affect resource allocations (𝑅𝑄vis). We could not find evi-

dence that supplementing text with a visualization produces fairer

mean resource allocation compared to only presenting text. This is

inconsistent with our initial assumption that showing a visual rep-

resentation would help participants to evenly distribute resources

across beneficiaries. Note that we did not find that visualization

negatively affects allocation fairness either.

Our results also suggest that the way the information is framed

could affect how people allocate resources (𝑅𝑄
frm

). We specifically

found evidence that individual framing influenced participants to

perform fairer allocations compared to a group framing, in presence

of a visualization. We suspect that presenting the exact amount that

each individual would receive influenced participants to choose a

value that would help everybody equally. This finding reinforces

previous evidence that information framing can play a role on

decision making [19, 35].

We later realized that the weak evidence for the effect of framing

could be attributed to the aggregated metric that we used. Mean

allocation and mean differences are sensitive to extreme values;

and the majority-skewed responses could have pushed the mean

closer to 2400, even in conditions where a smaller proportion of

participantsmade fair allocations.We decided to re-analyze our data

using the proportion of fair allocations – the ratio of fair allocations

to the number of responses in each condition. This new metric

better aligns with our research aim of exploring fair allocations. We

did find evidence that individual framing causes more participants

to use a fair allocation strategy (which can also be seen in the

descriptive statistics of Figure 6-a). Since this unplanned analysis

was not preregistered, we re-ran a new experiment (Experiment 2)

to confirm our tentative findings with this alternative metric.

6 EXPERIMENT 2: A CLOSER LOOK AT FAIR

VS. UNFAIR ALLOCATIONS

This second experiment is a replication of Experiment 1 with a more

robust and meaningful metric, and improvements to the scenario

brief based on limitations observed in Experiment 1. Our research

questions were:
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made. Error bars are 95% CIs.
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Figure 6: Results of Experiment 2: (a) Distribution of allocation strategy chosen by participants, by Presentation Format and

Framing (see §3.3). (b) Mean proportion of people making a fair allocation by condition. Error bars are 95% CIs.

(𝑅𝑄vis) RQ2.1 To what extent does a visual representation of infor-

mation influence the proportion of fair allocations

compared to a design with the same information

presented as text only?

(𝑅𝑄
frm

) RQ2.2 To what extent does framing the donation amount

per individual influence the proportion of fair al-

locations when compared to framing the donation

amount per program?

6.1 Experimental Design

We followed the same procedure and design as Experiment 1. The

only difference was in the scenario brief. To prevent participants

from speculating on the programs’ effectiveness, we added: (i) a

description of needs (i.e. “Children from both programs are in a very
similar situation and need money equally. They will not benefit from
any other donation than yours.” ), and (ii) a clarification of how the

money will be allocated within the programs (i.e. “All the money
you donate to a program will be split evenly between the children in
the program.” ). See a demo at https://resallocdesign.github.io/. With

these clarifications about the underlying assumptions, there is less

ambiguity about which allocation is the most fair.

6.2 Participants

Like for Experiment 1, we targeted a sample size of 256 (∼64 per
condition). We ran this study on March 1, 2022 until target sample

size was reached. Twelve (12) participants were excluded. The 244

remaining responses were divided as follows: 62 in the (text+vis,
individual) condition, 63 in the (text, individual) condition, 54 in
the (text+vis, group) condition, and 65 in the (text, group) condition.

6.3 Measurements & Analyses

Unlike in Experiment 1, here we used the relative proportion of peo-

ple who chose to use a fair allocation strategy as a means to assess

overall allocation fairness. While we report descriptive statistics

showing the breakdown of responses per allocation strategies using

all five strategies from §4.3, our inferential statistics only contrast

fair vs. unfair responses. With this measure, we used a difference

in means to generate the bootstrapped confidence intervals.

We validated our analysis methodology through unregistered

experimentation: we explored the data from Experiment 1 to arrive

at our measure used for analysis in Experiment 2. All analyses in

Experiment 2 were pre-registered.

6.4 Results

Figure 6 shows a summary of our results. The stacked chart (a)

shows responses per allocation strategy, by condition. The plot (b)

shows the proportion of fair allocations.

Both plots suggest that most participants performed a fair al-

location. We observe that individual-framing conditions tend to

result in slightly higher proportions of fair allocations compared to

group-framing ones. Actual evidence for these possible effects is

further discussed under our research questions below.

(𝑅𝑄vis) RQ2.1: Effect of Adding a Visualization Support.

We were interested in the effect of presentation format on the

proportion of fair allocations. Figure 5-a shows the difference in

proportions between the text format and the text+vis format for

each of the two framings. The effect of format seems to be negligible,

independently of framing.

(𝑅𝑄
frm

) RQ2.2: Effect of Framing. We were also interested in

the effect of information framing. Figure 5-b shows the difference in

proportion of fair allocations between individual and group framing,

for each presentation format. There is evidence that individual

framing may motivate fairer allocations than group framing: taken

individually each of the two CIs provides very weak evidence, but

taken together they provide converging evidence.

6.5 Discussion

The findings from this experiment are in line with the results from

Experiment 1. This means for our core question (𝑅𝑄vis), results sug-

gest that supplementing text with a visualization produces a com-

parable proportion of fair allocations as using stand-alone text. For

https://resallocdesign.github.io/
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Figure 7: Experiment 3: (a) Stimulus used in the different conditions, (b) Participant count per condition.

our core question (𝑅𝑄
frm

), we found some evidence that individual-

focused framing is more effective for motivating fair allocations

than group framing (with weak evidence for each of the two pre-

sentation formats). Those results strengthen the assumption that

information framing plays a role on resource allocation.

The high variation of fair allocations across conditions in the pre-

vious experiment was not reproduced in this experiment (compare

Figure 6-a and Figure 3-a). As mentioned, maybe some instructions

in Experiment 1 led participants to believe that a specific program

was more important than the other, which caused a greater variance

in responses. The instruction improvements in this experiment may

have reduced room for personal assumptions and made the fair

allocation strategy more unambiguously fair, explaining the lower

variation. Findings from prior studies on cognitive biases §2.1 do

not seem to apply significantly in our context (deciding how to split

resources between groups with a 1:4 population ratio), as the vast

majority of participants allocated resources fairly.

Experiments 1 & 2 allowed to examine the effect of framing on

two presentation designs, one with text only, and one where text

is supplemented with a visualization, with a congruent framing.

In a follow-up experiment, we examine the role of each presen-

tation component in isolation, as well as effects of congruent vs.

incongruent framings.

7 EXPERIMENT 3: A THOROUGH LOOK AT

INFORMATION FRAMING

The main purpose of the previous experiments was to investigate

whether supplementing text with a visualization influences fair al-

locations. In this experiment, we take a closer look at the role of

information framing, exploring each presentation format indepen-

dently (i.e text only, visualization only, and text plus visualization).

This allows us to isolate the role of presenting information through

visualization only. Prior studies found little influence of visualiza-

tions in inducing prosocial behaviors (§2); in Experiment 3, we

examine whether visualizations can substitute text, while promot-

ing a similar propensity for fair allocations in our context. This also

allows us to examine conditions where text and visualization have

incongruent framings (e.g. text focuses on individuals and visual-

ization focuses on group, and vice-versa, see §3.3). Experiment 1

& 2 only included congruent framings (with additional caveat that

text presentation included both group and individual framings in

the individual-focused framing design).

Our main research question focused on the effect of visualization

framing as follows
2
:

(𝑅𝑄int) RQ3.1 To what extent does visualization framing influence

the unfairness of fund allocations across all text fram-

ing conditions?

Secondary research questions aimed at uncovering the effect of

visualization framing were:

RQ3.2 To what extent does visualization framing influence the

fairness of allocations when (a) no text information is

present; (b) text information is shown with a group fram-

ing; and when (c) text information is shown with an

individual framing?

RQ3.3 Does the effect of visualization framing depend on text

framing?

2
Note that our pre-registered material referred to ‘text’ presentation format as ‘nu-

merical’, and ‘individual’ framing as ‘person’ framing.
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Visualization Framing, and (b) Mean measure of unfairness per condition. Error bars are 95% CIs.

An additional secondary research question focused on examining

the effect of presenting a visualization:

RQ3.4 To what extent does the presence of visualization influ-

ence the fairness of allocations when (a) the text informa-

tion and visualization have a congruent group framing;

(b) the text information and visualization have a congru-

ent individual framing; and when (c) the text information

and visualization have an incongruent framing?

Finally, our two auxiliary research questions were:

RQ3.5 What are the most common stated reasons for the dona-

tion allocations?

RQ3.6 How does each condition affect the duration taken to

complete an allocation choice?

7.1 Experimental Design

We followed the procedure described in §4.2. Program Alpha still

had 3 children, but we changed the size of program Zefa to now

include 120 children, resulting in a 1:40 ratio (instead of 1:4 in the

other Experiments). Since a larger difference between the programs

might be more prone to compassion fade, this will allow us to

further examine the robustness of our previous findings. We also

changed the amount of the resource to be allocated accordingly.

Keeping a target of $200 per individual for a fair allocation, the

total amount to be allocated was changed from $3,000 to $24,600.

Our visual design was refined through unregistered piloting.

We switched to a dark background to achieve higher contrast, and

traded the coins pictogram for a simpler yellow circle for increased

simplicity and readability (Figure 7).

We ran a between-subject experiment were we manipulated the

presence and framing of both a text and a visualization presenta-

tion format as independent variables. The Text-Framing variable

specifies the framing for the text presentation format: textGroup
uses a group-focused framing; textIndividual uses an individual-

focused framing; and textNone means that text presentation is not

included. The Visualization-Framing variable specifies framing

of the visual representation of information, with visGroup and visIn-
divudal values corresponding to a group and an individual framing

respectively, and visNone corresponds to no visualization at all.

The full factorial design results in nine conditions. However,

we discard the (textNone, visNone) condition as it results in an

empty display (i.e. no information is presented at all). The stimulus

included in the display component of the interactive tools (Figure 1-

b) for all conditions respectively are depicted in Figure 7-a.

7.2 Participants

Our target sample size was 512 participants (∼64 per condition).

After a successful pilot with 6 participants which informed visual

design refinments, we ran this study on June 26, 2022 until target

sample size was reached.

Seventeen (17) participants were excluded. The 495 valid re-

sponses were distributed across conditions as per Figure 7-b.

7.3 Measurement & Analysis

We performed the measurements and analyses as described in §4.3

& §4.4. To gauge allocation (un)fairness, we define the unfairness
metric as the distance to the fair allocation, in dollars. A value of

zero means a fair allocation has been made; the further from zero,

the unfairer the allocation. For instance, an unfairness value of $600

means that either $24,600 or $23,400 has been allocated to Zefa,

both of which are a distance of $600 away from a fair allocation.

We note that our unfairness metric is identical to the Gini index –

a standard measure of income inequality in populations [34] – up to

a multiplicative constant. We use this distance metric as we wanted

a metric which preserves our exact allocation value for both pro-

grams as specific breakpoints might derive additional meaning in

the context of allocation strategies. With this measure, we used sta-

tistical contrasts to generate the bootstrapped confidence intervals

used to answer our research questions.

7.4 Results

Figure 8 shows a summary of our results. The stacked bar chart

(a) shows responses per allocation strategy by condition. The plot

(b) shows the mean unfairness measurement per condition. From

Figure 8-a, we note that fair allocations were not a majority in

all conditions, suggesting potential effects in this more granular

experimental design, which we investigate through our research

questions as follows.

(𝑅𝑄int) RQ3.1: Effect of Visualization Framing. As our pri-

mary research question, we were interested in learning the extent to

which visualization framing (visGroup vs. visIndividual) influences
the unfairness of allocations across all text-framing conditions.

Figure 9-a shows the difference in mean allocation unfairness cor-

responding to the statistical contrast visGroup − visIndividual, with
visGroup (resp. visIndividual) corresponding to the union of all text

framing conditions where visualization framing is group-focused

(resp. individual-focused).
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Figure 9: Results of Experiment 3: Mean difference between individual and group framing, overall (a), by text framing (b). Mean

difference between present/absent visualization, by text framing and congruence of framings (c). Error bars are 95% CIs.

This represents the influence of visualization framing across all

text framing conditions. We found very weak evidence that group

framing for visualizations might cause more unfairness in alloca-

tions when compared to an individual framing for visualizations.

RQ3.2: Effect of Presenting Visualization Framing.Wewere

interested in learning the extent to which visualization framing

influences allocation fairness across all values in Text-Framing.

Figure 9-b shows the difference in unfairness between visGroup
and visIndividual when presented with different text framings.

To find the effect of visualization framing when text is absent

(RQ3.2a), we estimated the contrast (textNone, visGroup) − (textNone,
visIndividual). To find the effect of visualization framing when text is

shown with an individualText framing (RQ3.2c), we estimated the

contrast (textIndividual, visGroup) − (textIndividual, visIndividual). Since
the CIs for both contrasts clearly cross zero, we find no evidence

that group framing causes more or less unfairness in allocations

when compared to individual framing for visualizations when no

text, or when individual text framing is used.

To find the effect of visualization framing when text is shown

with a groupText framing (RQ3.2b), we computed the contrast

(textGroup, visGroup) − (textGroup, visIndividual). Since the CI is to the

right of zero, we find some evidence that group framing for visual-

izations causes more unfair allocations than individual framing for

visualizations, when a group text framing is present.

RQ3.3: Interaction Between Text Framing and Visualiza-

tion Framing. We wanted to know the extent to which the effect

of visualization framing depends on text framing. To do this, we vi-

sually assess the overlap between the CIs in Figure 9-b. The overlap

between the CIs for textNone and textIndividual; and for textGroup
and textIndividual, is too large to conclude in an interaction [46].

The overlap between the CIs for textGroup and textNone is relatively
small, so there is some weak evidence that visualization framing has

a larger effect (i.e, group visualization framing increases unfairness

more as compared to individual visualization framing) when group

text framing is used than when there is no text.

RQ3.4: Effect of Presenting Congruent or Incongruent Vi-

sualizations.We were interested in learning the extent to which

the presence of visualization influences allocation fairness when

the framing between text and visualization was congruent and in-

congruent. Figure 9-c shows the means difference in unfairness

between the conditions where visualization framing is congruent

and incongruent with text framing. In this chart, positive values

can be interpreted as “the presence of visualization results in more

fair allocations than when there is no visualization”, in other words,

adding a visualization helps; and negative values can be interpreted

as “the absence of visualization results in more fair allocations than

when there is a visualization”, i.e., adding a visualization harms.

To find the effect of showing a visualization when the text and

visualization have a congruent group framing (RQ3.4a) we contrast

(textGroup, visNone) − (textGroup, visGroup) (top row in Figure 9-c). To

find the effect of showing a visualization when the text and visual-

ization have a congruent individual framing (RQ3.4b) we contrast

the conditions (textIndividual, visNone) − (textIndividual, visIndividual)
(Figure 9-c, second row). As both CIs for the difference of means

clearly cross 0, we cannot claim the influence of congruent group

or individual framings between visualization and text.

To find the effect of showing a visualization when text informa-

tion and visualization have an incongruent framing (RQ3.4c) we

peform two contrasts. When textGroup has an incongruent framing

with the visualization, we contrast the conditions (textGroup, vis-
None) − (textGroup, visIndividual) (Figure 9-c, third row). We find that

the difference in means is largely within the positive range. Even

though the CI closely crosses zero, we can claim that when text

presents allocations per group, adding a visualization presenting

these per individual helps achieve fairer allocations. When textIn-
dividual has an incongruent framing with the visualization, we

contrast (textIndividual, visNone) − (textIndividual, visGroup) (last row
in Figure 9-c). As the CI crosses zero, we find no evidence that

individual framing for visualizations causes more or less unfair

allocations than no visualizations, when text conveys information

with a group framing.

RQ3.5 & RQ3.6: Auxiliary research questions.We were in-

terested in the most common stated reasons for the donation allo-

cations (RQ3.5). Since the number of participants using a mixed-

allocation strategy differentiated significantly from past experiment,

we decided on a further investigation of responses for this category

only. We performed an exploratory coding of the responses with

3 codes belonging to one category. The zefa cause code indicated
whether a participant based their justification around giving more

to the Zefa cause than to the Alpha cause; the alpha individual code
indicated the participant based their justification around giving

more to the individuals in Alpha than to the individuals in Zefa;

and balanced code indicated the participant said they gave similar

to both programs. We found that most participants still justified

giving more to Zefa due to the higher group size.

To find how each condition affects task duration (RQ3.6) we plot

the CIs for the mean allocation time for all conditions (see OSF

repository). Participants took between 35-85 seconds to reach their

decision, and those in the (textNone, visIndvidual) and (textIndivid-
ual, visNone) conditions reached a decision the fastest.
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7.5 Discussion

We took a closer look at the effect of framing. Overall, our findings

suggest that individual framing, either for visualization or text,

tends to yield slightly fairer allocations when compared to group

framing. This result reinforces the assumption that framing infor-

mation, in a way that helps donors to identify the amount allocated

to individuals, motivates them to split the resources equally among

all the beneficiaries. We discuss specific effects in more detail.

We found that visualization framing can play a role on resource

allocations in specific situations (𝑅𝑄int). We found that including an

individual-framed visualization is able to curb unfairness compared

to group-framed visualizations, when the visual representation sup-

plements text conveying allocations to groups. We suspect that the

visualizations that displayed allocations per individual helped par-

ticipants to identify the amount that each beneficiary would receive,

making them to allocate themoneymore fairly thanwhen presented

with a group-framed text only. However, it is important to note

that showing visualizations, either individual- or group-framed,

without an accompanying text may have prompted participants to

make more unfair allocations. Therefore, it seems that the presence

of text influences participants to opt for a fair allocation strategy.

We also found that providing stand-alone text with an individ-

ual framing may produce similar fair allocations than including

individual-framed visualizations combined with any text framing

(𝑅𝑄int). However, using group-framed text without including a vi-

sualization influences participants to have more unfair allocations.

This finding is important since not only including a visualization

with individual framing did not curb the effect of text framing (i.e.

visualization did not harm), it also helped in cases where text was

presenting allocations with a group framing. Therefore, incorpo-

rating certain visualization framings may bring a net benefit in

terms of promoting fairness, and at worse, not influence the donor.

This confirms that choices are prone to framing effects [35], more

specifically, that particular visualization framings have an influence

on how people make decisions (§2.3). This finding adds contrast

to prior work within our domain which has limited findings for

visualizations which try to influence prosocial behaviours [54].

8 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

We discuss our findings, limitations, and research implications.

8.1 Summary of Findings

This work explored the extent to which data visualization and

information framing can promote fair resource allocation in hu-

manitarian decision-making.We found evidence that allocations are

more fair overall when resource allocation information is framed

around individuals rather than groups (𝑅𝑄
frm

). Our findings on

the effects of adding visualizations are less conclusive (𝑅𝑄vis), but

suggest that visualizations may be more effective at promoting fair-

ness when they are individual-framed and accompanied by a textual

representation (𝑅𝑄int). Those findings contribute to advance the un-

derstanding of framing in the context of information visualization

and shed light on possible research directions.

Our experiments are a first attempt to understand the interplay

between visualizations and information framing in the context of

an interactive decision-support tool for humanitarian resource allo-

cation. We identified five different strategies people use to allocate

resources (see §4.3). Overall, we found that most participants chose

fair ormixed allocations. Mixed allocations give slightly less weight

to individuals in the larger group. Thus, the presence of a large

number of mixed allocations suggests the presence of cognitive bi-

ases that may influence participants to favor the smaller population

group (possibly exacerbated by a larger population ratio between

the groups in Experiment 3). However, the larger number of fair

allocations suggests that in our particular experiment setting, com-

passion fade is relatively mild. Other cognitive biases such as the

drop-in-the-bucket effect and the diversification bias do not seem to

have played a major role in participants’ decisions, since strategies

favoring individuals from the smaller group and naive allocations
giving equally to both programs were relatively uncommon.

We find it interesting that, while individual framing achieved

more fair allocation overall, the absence of strong bias which we

could expect when emphasizing entatitivity somehow challenges

our premise. Cognitive biases may have had a more nuanced role

in influencing allocation, however, this and prior work has not

compared different sensitivities which participants may have for

each bias. For example, some participants may have only been

affected by drop-in-the-bucket while others may have been only

affected by compassion fade. This work does not aim to prescribe

specifically which biases visualizations are able to curb. As such,

we recommend further investigation of the specific biases discussed

in §2 in regards to resource allocation visualizations and framing.

Despite the relatively large proportion of fair allocations, unfair

allocations were nonetheless common, and thus there is clearly

room for improvement. It appears that the prevalence of fair alloca-

tions can be affected to some extent by how allocation information

is presented. Our first and second experiment did not find conclu-

sive evidence that adding a visualization to text using a congruent

framing makes a clear difference. However, we found converging

evidence that individual-framing causes a higher proportion of fair

allocations, independently of the presentation format used. Thus it

seems that individual-framing should be the choice if the goal is to

promote fair allocations, while adding a visualization at least does

not seem to harm. Thus, designers can choose to add a visualization

to provide other benefits. We discuss those implications further in

section 8.3.

In the last experiment, we investigated the effect of informa-

tion framing in more detail, separating the effects by presentation

format. In line with findings from our previous experiments, our

results suggest that individual framing plays a clear role in pro-

moting fair allocations. Also consistent with our previous exper-

iments, we found that adding an individual-framed visualization

to an individual-framed text (i.e., congruent individual framing)
does not seem to promote fairer allocations compared to individual-

framed text alone. Similarly, we did not find evidence that adding

a visualization with congruent group framing yields less fair allo-

cations. Thus, it does not seem that adding a visualization to a

text reinforces the effect of information framing, if the framing

is the same which aligns with past work finding little benefit to

visualization in eliciting prosocial behavior [49, 53]. However, we

did find evidence that adding an individual-framed visualization to

a group-framed text yields to more fair allocations overall.
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8.2 Study Limitations

Due to the complex and multi-faceted nature of humanitarian re-

source allocation problems, there were a number of trade-offs that

we had to make to arrive to a tractable study.

First, our simplified task design is far from perfectly capturing

real-world situations. In particular, our allocation scenario involves

only two charity programs, where all targeted individuals have

the same needs and whose life will be impacted equally if they get

the same amount of financial aid. Those assumptions are unlikely

to hold in virtually any real-word humanitarian resource alloca-

tion problem, if only because there are vast inequalities among

individuals and because different humanitarian programs are gen-

erally far from being equally impactful [27]. In addition, real-world

humanitarian resource allocation problems involve complex interac-

tions between multiple organizations and humanitarian programs,

whereas our scenario assumed that the individuals from the two

groups would not receive other forms of help. Similarly, personal

charitable donations interact, and how fair a specific donation is

depends on what other people have donated and to whom. It is

important to note that our tool is only a stylized tool whose goal

is to understand how people make decisions in controlled settings,

and that a real decision-making tool should take into account the

many additional dimensions of humanitarian resource allocation.

Our work suggests that interactive visualization tools may hin-

der some cognitive biases in the context of humanitarian decision-

making, but visualizations can also mislead and provoke additional

biases [64]. The stages of the visualization pipeline can induce

perceptual or cognitive misconceptions [52]: curating flawed data,

making wrong data transformations, using deceptive visual encod-

ings, misreading, etc. Our studies investigated how visualization

design and information framing can contribute to curb cognitive

biases related to decision-making, but other biases that affect judge-

ment on perceptual or social levels were not directly addressed [12].

More work is needed to investigate the impact of visualization tools

in charitable decision-making and biases ingrained in this process.

It is important to note that we used a simplified notion of fairness,

as fairness is a complex concept. We chose to scope and narrow the

notion of fairness as providing equal financial aid to all individuals

to make our study tractable; and we developed metrics around that

definition. Our proposed metric designed for Experiment 3 is equiv-

alent to the standard Gini index; and was therefore a reasonable

choice. However, more elaborate metrics that account for the many

factors that real resource allocation problems encompass and for

the diversity of normative ethical frameworks will be needed to

study allocation fairness more thoroughly. Future work should use

more holistic measures that capture the multi-dimensionality of

allocation fairness, and generalize to an arbitrary number of groups.

8.3 Perspectives for Visualization

This paper brings together theories of framing, cognitive biases,

and visualization to explore the effect of design choices for interac-

tive humanitarian resource allocation tools. It is still premature to

prescribe visualization design principles or guidelines for reducing

unfairness in resource allocations. However, our findings advance

our understanding of the problem, potential solutions, opportuni-

ties, and challenges in this area.

To start with, our findings add nuance to previous studies which

found little influence of visualizations in inducing behaviors that

benefit others [54]. We found that visualizations do not harm in our

context, and can help in some circumstances. This is an important

result as beyond decision making tasks, visualizations have a wealth

of potentially beneficial properties – they draw attention [38], they

are easier and faster to consume and interpret, and they can even

promote self-reflection [18], making them an important asset when

communicating about resource allocations.

Although our work only presents preliminary findings about

how to design visualizations for resource allocation tools, we have

evidence that some design choices may facilitate good resource

allocation decisions. Broadly, visualizations should be designed to

emphasize help or impact on each individual instead of (or in addi-

tion to) on a global scale. It is however important to note that the

visualization designs we tested are only one of the many possible

designs that could be imagined. In particular, future visualization

designs could be imagined that convey richer information. For

instance, the pictorial marks representing group populations in an-

throprographics [53] could be made visually richer so as to capture

the diversity of population samples instead of impersonal standard

iconography. Other resources such as time or the actual impact on

individuals could be represented instead of coins.

When designing visualizations for future resource allocation

tools, one challenging question will be what additional information

to include, and how. For instance, would representing geographical

locations, genders, races, nature and severity of the problem, be

important to convey? Or could it instead be counter-productive to

add certain information, due to human biases? The design space

for mitigating cognitive bias in visualization [68] helps to critically

reflect on such questions, and on possible design strategies to con-

sider, such as temporarily hiding certain information as not all data

is always helpful. We see the exploration of these questions as an

exciting avenue for future research.

8.4 Perspectives for HCI

Our resource allocation user interface has been designed and de-

ployed as an experimental tool to investigate the role of different

design dimensions on resource allocation decision-making. As such,

it integrates only very basic functions. In general, our study can

be seen as an initial exploration of the vast design space of user

interfaces for such tools. There are many opportunities that we see

our work could be extended to further support decision-makers.

First, we did not push interactive design beyond implementing

a slider to dynamically control the allocation. The HCI literature

can provide inspiration to extend our approach to foster partic-

ular behaviors, such as by inserting visual nudges [51], adding

stickiness [68], or repeatedly nudging the donor [19, 55]. Further,

creative, engaging interaction paradigms could activate curiosity

and playfulness in tools dealing with otherwise serious problems.

There might be potential for such an interface to intrigue and incite

people to learn more about causes, their differences, their needs,

and how they, as individuals, can help in an effective manner. A

systematic review of the tools that are currently employed in large
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associations and governments managing multiple charitable pro-

grams would also allow to better understand current practices, and

challenges that decision makers face with the current tools.

Second, resource allocation tools in the future could benefit from

some level of automation. For instance, scraping content online

to populate the interface with real-world, timely data, or to plug

them into databases such as usaspending.gov. Future tools could also

encompass computational models, for instance, by incorporating

predictions which could enable donors to appreciate how their

donation can make concrete change.

We also see an opportunity to elevate such resource allocation

tools from tool to partners [36], to achieve collaborative intelligence

between the decision-maker and the computational tool [70]. A

first step would be to look at recent work in improving automation

and heuristics-based assistance for the allocation of resources for

humanitarian aid [1, 2, 13]. Further, the utility of resource allocation

tools is not simply for donors themselves but could also be used for

visualizing an automated amount given out by some system, such as

one integrating a machine learning model. Such tools provide ways

to alleviate potential harms in algorithmically-infused societies [67].

Again, we are excited by the many possibilities to extend our work.

9 CONCLUSION

This work investigated how different aspects of tool design, namely

presentation format and information framing, can nudge people

into allocating humanitarian resources fairly. Our results indicate

that there may be benefits in using text and visualizations with

certain framings for such resource allocation tools. We found that,

in general, individual-framed resource allocation information (i.e.,

how much each individual will receive) seems to be more effective

in promoting fair allocations, whether information is conveyed

through text or through a visualization. We also found that adding

an individual-framed visualization to a group-framed text (i.e., how

much each group will receive) promotes fair allocations. However,

showing individual-framed text appears to be sufficient, and fair-

ness does not seem to be improved by adding individual-framed

visualizations. While most of our results are tentative, they are a

first step towards understanding the interplay between information

visualization and framing for humanitarian resource allocation.

For the sake of experimental control and to make our study

tractable, we made a number of simplifying assumptions. We used

a fictional resource allocation scenario with two charity programs

that are equivalent except for the number of individuals they they

target, and we assumed that all individuals have equal needs and

will not receive help from other organizations. Future work should

explore resource allocation problems that are more realistic, for

example by involving charity programs that differ across several

dimensions and populations that are more diverse. In addition, we

focused on the resource allocation problem for two groups. In real-

world examples, charities oftentimes need to allocate resources to

more groups. Further studies should also generalize our methods

to three or more groups. Finally, none of the designs we tested was

able to eliminate occurrences of mixed allocations, and therefore it

seems likely that some degree of compassion fade persists across

designs. While our study looked at a very specific scenario, we hope

it will serve as a starting point for a wider range of research work.
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